CWRU Member Enrollment Steps

YOUR PRESCRIPTION TO REDUCE RX COST

AUGUST 2ND, 2018
Each member over the age of 18 needs to complete their own enrollment form. A parent may complete their minor dependents’ information when they complete their own form.

To get started go to directscripts.com.

*Note. If member goes to cwru.directscripts.com, the process will start on step 2 on the next page.
Welcome CWRU Members

Case Western Reserve University has selected Medimpact to manage the prescription drug benefit program effective August 1st, 2018.

The plan features an extensive retail network for your acute medication needs and convenient home delivery for your maintenance medications.
Step 3 Complete Enrollment Form

The completion of the enrollment form below provides Direct Scripts the information necessary for us to process your prescriptions.

If you have maintenance prescriptions at a retail pharmacy with refills, you will be asked when you would like them transferred to Direct Scripts. Once you complete the form, you will be redirected to a page with instructions on how to send Direct Scripts your new maintenance prescriptions and what happens next.
Step 4 - Submit
Step 5 – Landing Page After Completion

Thanks for completing your enrollment form.

The completion of the enrollment form provides Direct Scripts the information necessary for us to process your prescriptions.

If you have maintenance prescriptions at a retail pharmacy with refills, we’ll transfer the prescriptions on the time frame requested.

Once your prescriptions are due to be filled, we’ll notify you and also send you a welcome email to our patient portal where you can provide method of payment.

If you would like to learn how to send Direct Scripts your prescription click here.
Questions?

VISIT
HTTPS://DIRECTSCRIPTS.COM/CURRENT-PLAN-MEMBERS/WELCOME-CWRU-MEMBERS/